Logistic & Practical Information

Local organizing committee: Jérôme Riedi, Laurent Labonnote, Frédéric Parol, Marie-Lyse Liévin, Romain De Filippi
Thanks also to LOA students: Q. Coopman & G. Merlin
To Stadium and restaurants
Agenda


- Posters can be setup today after morning session and will remain until Friday

- Topical Groups:
  - on Wednesday breakout sessions have been arranged for active discussions
  - Friday morning will be dedicated to TGs summary and reporting in plenary sessions

- Agenda has been set up to accommodate as much time for discussion as possible
Social Agenda

- Tonight Ice-Breaker at Modern Art Museum LAM with visit of Modigliani exhibit starting at 18:00 followed by dining cocktail

- Wednesday evening: Workshop diner at “Alliance Couvent des Minimes” – Starts at 19:30 – 22h30

- Thursday night: open downtown discovery, concert on campus, ...
Lunch and Coffee Break

• Lunches will be served daily:
  • Tuesday: fixed menu served at restaurant (please see Marie-Lyse in case of special needs)
  • Wednesday and Thursday: a buffet will be served in the main lobby
  • For alternative options restaurants are located around the stadium “Pierre Mauroy”

• Coffee breaks will be served daily at 10:30-11:00 and 15:30-16:00 – 30 min are allocated to allow discussion around posters in addition to dedicated session
Registration and Hotel Breakfast

- On-site registration is still possible using credit card – See Marie-Lyse for direct on-site registration. Please register before today before 14:00

- Please confirm attendance to social events when registering (attendance limited to 100 at museum)

- Registered workshop participants get free breakfast with their hotel room booked directly with the hotel. Special discount rate and third party reservation are not eligible to free breakfast. See me or Marie-Lyse if you have booked a package including breakfast.
Wireless access

- University network is accessible from the conference location:
  - Academics from other national & international institutes can use the EDUROAM network
  - A dedicated network is also available:
    - SSID: Lille1-seminaire
    - Login: icwg
    - Password: lille2016
Printing and administrative services

- For important matters, printing services is available from the Laboratoire D’Optique Atmosphérique: ask a local.

- For other communication options (fax, mail) ask a local from LOA in case hotel cannot provide service.
Transportation

- Buses will take you from the hotel to the museum tonight: leave at 17h45 from the hotel – coming back at 21:30 from the Museum.

- Metro to Lille downtown is ~12 min from the University station “Cité Scientifique” – runs every 2 min (1 min on rush hours). Metro stops at 00:30.

- Taxi at night from Lille downtown to University should be ~20 to 25 euros.
Thanks for their financial support
Safety notice

- Rule 1: Beware of wolves, wild bears and Belgium beers: even though some will look peaceful, they are wild animals and should be treated as such.

- Rule 2: Try to find a local guide for nightlife hiking, Belgium beers can attack at the most unexpected moment.

- Rule 3: In case you spot a wolf or a bear, it’s most certainly because you haven’t paid enough attention to rules 1 and 2 ... we warned you.